The theory of induced projective representations is applied to finite wreath products, yielding algorithms which add to the collection of groups for which projective representations can be computed systematically.
1. Introduction. The problem of determining a complete set of inequivalent irreducible linear (ordinary) representations of a finite group is difficult unless the group is extremely uncomplicated; this has been discussed in a number of works, including the paper by Dixon [5] , for example. The case of projective representations is all the more difficult. In this paper we add to the list of groups for which projective representations can be computed systematically by applying the theory of induced projective representations to finite wreath products. The corresponding application for linear representations has been considered by several authors; see, in particular, Kerber [9] , [10] and Durbin [6] .
In Section 2 we describe in detail an algorithm for constructing explicitly the projective representations of wreath products, including several remarks concerning computational efficiency. In Section 3 the factor sets of Abelian and Abelian-wreathcyclic groups are derived in terms of matrices. Expressing these maps as arrays is a crucial step in programming the algorithm. This correspondence is further used to obtain information about the number and degrees of the irreducible projective representations. In Section 4, we illustrate the procedure for the specific group Z3 'v Z3.
Groups are assumed finite and representations are over the field of complex numbers. We discuss only standard wreath products; this reduces notational difficulties but still brings out the essential ideas. The symbol ~ denotes equivalence of representations. In addition to the various specific references we mention the general references [4] , [8] and [11] . Let A and B denote groups, and K = AB the set of functions from B to A, made into a group by componentwise multiplication. For k G K and ft G B, define k* EKby k^iy) = Kyb'1) for all y G B. Then, for each ft G B, the mapping it I-> kb is an automorphism of K, and the extension of K by the group of all such automorphisms is the wreath product of A and B, A 'v B. We identify K and B with the obvious subgroups of A ~ B. Then K <\A "*» B, K C\ B = {e}, and KB = A -v B; typical elements will be denoted by kb. Backhouse [1] .
I. We first express a factor set of A 'vZ? in terms of the following theorem: Theorem 1. Every factor set u'ofA ^ B is equivalent to a factor set co of A^B which may be uniquely represented in the form (*) G>ikxbx, k2b2) = yikx, bxk2bxx)ßibx, k2)a(bv ft2), where y is a factor set of K, a is a factor set of B, and ß: B x K -► T ithe circle group) satisfies :
(i) ßib, kxk2) = ßib, kx)ßib, ^Yíibk.b-1, bk2b~1)ly(kv k2) and (ii) f3(ft,ft2, A:) = ß(bv b2kb2^(b2, k).
Moreover, for every choice of y, a, and ß satisfying (i) and (ii), the function cj defined by (*) /s a factor set ofA^B.
The results in Section 3 are useful in generating a complete set of inequivalent factor sets of A ^ B decomposed according to Theorem 1.
II. The next step is to construct a complete set of inequivalent irreducible corepresentations of A 'v B for the factor set co decomposed in terms of the factor sets y of K, a of B, and the function ß. As a final remark, this step begins with a 7-representation of À'. To construct such a representation, the algorithm outlined in I and II is applicable. We note that for a direct sum the steps simplify considerably.
III. We obtain all irreducible inequivalent projective representations of A 'V B
by repeating I and II for each factor set in a complete set of inequivalent factor sets of A *» Ä 3. Abelian-Wreath-Cyclic Groups. We now apply the preceding algorithm to obtain specific information about the irreducible projective representations of finite Abelian and Abelian-wreath-cyclic groups. We prove that the factor sets of these two classes of groups can be explicitly described in terms of matrices. This expression enables us to determine the number and degrees of the inequivalent, irreducible projec- We have the following theorem about the factor sets of K. Theorem 2. Let G be the direct sum of m cyclic groups, say G = G, © • • • © Gm, with corresponding generators x{ of order n¡ such that n¡ \ni+1,1 < 1 < m -1. The elements of G are identified with m-tuples as described above. Let y be a factor set of G. Then y is equivalent to a factor set y with a corresponding m x m lower triangular matrix G such that y(x, y) = exp(-2nixTGyy).
The i, jth component gi ■ of G , for i > /', is an element of the set Ci,j = 0/*V / G Z, 0 < / < Nu -l,Nu = («,., »,)}.
Furthermore, if the values of the i, jth entries range independently over C¡ ■ for 1 < / < i < m, then the G 's correspond to a complete set of inequivalent factor sets of G.
Operations involving these matrices are done modulo 1. In order to prove this theorem and several others, we need the following fact proved by Backhouse.
Lemma (Backhouse [1, p. 278] ). Let co be a factor set of an Abelian group G. Then co is equivalent to the trivial factor set if and only if oo is symmetric, that is, co(x, y) = co(y, x) for all x and y in G. Now let us prove Theorem 2. Proof. Let x, y, and z be elements of G. Let G be an m x m lower triangular matrix with its i, ;'th entry from C¡ (1 </ < / < m). IX y: G x G -> C is defined by "fix, y) = exp(-2nixTGyy), then it follows that 7 is a factor set of G.
We now must show that for two factor sets 7 and 5 with corresponding matrices G and G6, if G =£ Gs , then 7 is not equivalent to 6. If 7 ~ 6, then the function Using Frucht's result [7] , we are able to specify the number and degrees of the inequivalent, irreducible 7-representations of the base group for a given factor set 7 in terms of the matrix G.,. Proof. We note that the matrix of coefficients appearing in this set (*) is G -Gy.
Frucht [7] proved that the number of inequivalent, irreducible 7-representations of G is the order of the subgroup {x|7(x, y) = 7(7, x) for ally in G}.
Thus, we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions for x = x"l.x^m to be in this subgroup. Let y = x"1.x^J1 be an element of G. Then x^¡" and (ux, ... ,u ) satisfies (*), then y(x, y) = y(y, x) for ally in G; that is, this condition is sufficient.
Therefore, for A Abelian, a complete set of factor sets of the base group K of A ^ B can be described explicitly. In addition, the number and degree of the inequivalent, irreducible 7-representations of K for a given 7 can be calculated in terms of this description.
The next question we must answer is this: For a given factor set 7 of K, when does there exist a function ß: B x K -> C so that (klbl, k2b2) •-» y(kx, bxk2b~x~1) • ß(ft,, k2) is a factor set of A 'v Bl We call such a factor set 7 compatible. The following theorem gives the answer for A Abelian and B cyclic. Proof. Let ft be a generator of B. We note that C is the matrix representing the action of 6 on K. By Mackey's decomposition, 7 is compatible if and only if there exists a function ß: B x K -*T such that (i) ßib", kxk2) = ßib", kx)ßib", k2)yibnkxb-", b"k2b-")/yikv k2), (ii) ßib"bm, k) = ßib", bmkb-m)ßibm, k), and (iii) ßieB, k) = ßib", eK) = 1, for all kx,k2, and k in K and for 0 < n, m < t -1.
We first prove that the condition is necessary. Suppose that 7 is compatible.
From (i), we see that the factor set 9 of K defined by fl(jfc,, k2) = yibkxb~\ bk2b~1)lyikx, k2) must be symmetric. The matrix corresponding to 9 is CG CT -G ; thus, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 3, we have that 9 is symmetric if and only if CG CT Gy is symmetric. Hence the symmetry of CG C -Gy is certainly a necessary condition for the compatibility of 7.
To prove that the symmetry of CG CT -G is sufficient, we construct a function ß which satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). We define ß: B x K -> T by (1) ßib, k) = zxp[-mkTiCGyCT -Gy)k], and (2) ßib", k) = XI"-1 ßib, b'kb-').
It follows that if CG CT -G is symmetric and if we define ß in this manner, then 7 is compatible.
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In order to state the resulting corollary, we must introduce notation concerning the matrices {G : y G MiK)} for A, B, y, and G as given in Theorem 4. Consider the st -1 subdiagonals below the main diagonal of G . The subdiagonal whose first component isgst_m +, j is referred to as the complement of the subdiagonal whose first component is gm +, , ; that is, the complement of the mth subdiagonal is the (sf -m)th subdiagonal. We see the wth subdiagonal has st -m entries and that its complementary ist -m)th subdiagonal has m entries for 1 < m < st/2 if si is even and 1 < m < ist -l)/2 if st is odd. If st is even, then the 5i/2th subdiagonal is its own complement.
Corollary.
The compatible factor sets of the base group K of A ^5 can be described in terms of their corresponding matrices (see Corollary 2 where a¡, b¡, and c¡ belong to their respective C¡, (1 < / < 2), <¿, G {0, 2/4}, and d2 E {0, 4/8}.
As we have seen, the compatible factor sets of the base group can be explicitly determined. If y is such a factor set, then 7 may be extended to more than one factor set of A % B; that is, there may be more than one function satisfying (i), (ii), and The factor sets of K are extended to Z3 'v Z3 via functions constructed in the proof of Theorem 4; let these new factor sets be to,, co2, and co3. By determining orbits and inertia factors, we find that a complete set of inequivalent, irreducible representations of Z3 'v Z3 consists of 17 linear cox -representations (9 of degree 1 and 8 of degree 3), 1 co2-representation of degree 9, and 1 co3-representation of degree 9. Furthermore, we can describe these representations explicitly. An irreducible co2-representation is T t Z3 'v Z3, where T is an 72-representation of K of the form 
